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Abstract 
A novel approach of image-based layered video representation with panoramic techniques for low 
bit-rate video transmission is presented in our project. Using a background panorama as a prior 
information, foreground objects in a video sequence are separated from the background through a 
series of segmentation processes. These foreground segments are encoded by traditional 
compression techniques and transmitted as a video stream, while the scene background is 
transmitted only once a while as a panorama. To reconstruct the original video frame, foreground 
objects are combined with the corresponding panoramic segment on-the-fly at the receiving side. 
Experiments show that our approach improves the compression performance, compared with 
MPEG-1 compression. With different background panoramas, our system can even synthesize 
virtual environments without using the blue-screen technique that is popular in virtual reality 
production. Furthermore, by adjusting the panning view angle of panorama and zooming factor 
interactively, it is possible to navigate throughout the scene or examine any interested details. Our 
system also provides an effective solution to scene-based video indexing, by indexing through the 
panning view angle of the panorama. 
Another work in this project is the three-dimensional human face modeling, which is useful in 
video conferencing or other virtual reality applications. In the layered representation of video 
described above, the human face model can be considered to be the foreground object, 
incorporating model-based representation. However, construction of 3D models manually using 
CAD tools is often expensive and time consuming. Here we present a robust and efficient method 
to construct a 3D human face model from perspective images. In our system, only three images are 
required to adjust the deformable contours on a generic human face model, thereby reducing the 
tremendous amount of data input and computation efforts. The images are then used for texture-
mapping of the final model to achieve high realism. EarUer work usuaUy assumes orthographic 
projection approximation, leading inevitably to scaling errors for feature points at different depths. 
Our improved method, on the other hand, uses perspective images that are more accurate. For 
shaping and positioning face organs, we present a method for estimating the camera focal length 
and the 3D coordinates of facial features in case the camera transformation is known. We also 
provide an alternative for the 3D coordinates estimation using epipolar geometry when the extrinsic 












(panning view angle)及縮放比例，瀏覽拍攝環境的各處細微角落。我們的方法亦 
可利用背景全景圖的檢示角度作爲索引，提供景物爲本的視象索引技術(scene-
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Preface 
A novel approach of video representation with panoramic techniques for low bit-
rate video transmission is presented in our project. Using a background panorama 
as a prior information, foreground objects in a video sequence are separatedfrom 
the background through a series of segmentation processes. These foreground seg-
ments are encoded by traditional compression techniques and transmitted as a 
video stream, while the scene background is transmitted only once a while as a 
panorama. To reconstruct the original video frame, foreground objects are com-
bined with the corresponding panoramic segment on-the-fly at the receiving side. 
Experiments show that our approach improves the compression performance, com-
pared with MPEG-1 compression. With different background panoramas, our 
system can even synthesize virtual environments without using the blue-screen 
technique that is popular in virtual reality production. Furthermore, by adjusting 
the pan view angle ofpanorama and zooming factor interactively, it is possible to 
navigate throughout the scene or examine any interested details. Our system also 
provides an effective solution to scene-based video indexing, by indexing through 
the panning view angle ofthe panorama. 
Another work in this project is the three-dim.ensiona 1 human face modeling, 
which is useful in video conferencing or other virtual reality applications. In the 
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layered representation of video described above, the human face model can be con-
sidered as the foreground object. However, construction of 3D models manually 
using CAD tools is often expensive and time consuming. Here we present a robust 
and efficient method to construct a 3D humanface modelfrom perspective images. 
In our system, only three images are required to adjust the deformable contours 
on a generic human face model, thereby reducing the tremendous amount of data 
input and computation efforts. The images are then used for texture-mapping 
of the final model to achieve high realism. Earlier work usually assumes ortho-
graphic projection approximation, leading inevitably to scaling errors for feature 
points at different depths. Our improved method, on the other hand, uses perspec-
tive images that are more accurate. For shaping and positioning face organs, we 
present a methodfor estimating the camera focal length and the 3D coordinates of 
facial features in case the camera transformation is known. We also provide an 
alternative for the 3D coordinates estimation using epipolar geometry when the 
extrinsic parameters are absent. Our experiments demonstrate that this method 
produces realistic results. 
Keywords: panorama mosaic, video coding and compression, video indexing, image 
segmentation and registration, facial images, face model, model reconstruction, facial 
features, perspective projection, generic model, epipolar geometery, essential matrix 
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1.1 Video representation using panorama mosaic and 3D 
face model 
The objective of our work is to establish a layered video representat ion with 
model-based coding techniques for vir tual reality application and video-conferencing. 
In our approach, the source video is decomposed into a foreground layer and a 
background layer. A panoramic mosaic image is used to represent tlie background 
layer. For each f rame, the foreground regions are segmented and registered using 
the background mosaic as the reference. The two layers are handled separately 
during transmission or in storage until reconstruction at user-end. For the fore-
ground layer, it is encoded by either tradit ional compression techniques or model-
based coding methods. In video-conferencing, a 3D human face model is a critical 
component and can be considered as the foreground object . In model-based cod-
ing, the first important problem is the construction of the user's face model. The 
3D model is then t ransmit ted only occasionally at a certain t ime interval. During 
the communication, only the movement of the user is t ransmi t ted . The image of 
2 
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Figure 1.1: Video representation using panorama mosaic and 3D face model 
the user at the receiving side can be reconstructed by using the t ransformat ion 
of the 3D model, the tex ture mapping of face images and the panorama mosaic 
image of the background layer. Figure 1.1 illustrates the idea of our work. 
1.2 Mosaic-based Video Representation 
Traditionally, a video sequence is composed of a series of successive images 
(frames), which are the continuously varying set of views, to capture the t empora l 
evolution of the scene phenomena. Figure 1.2 shows the t radi t ional image-based 
video representation method. In the video sequence, the change between two con-
secutive frames is usually small, due to the short t ime durat ion or the fast f r ame 
rate. Therefore, it is reasonable tha t a single f rame in the video sequence can be 
somehow predicted f rom its neighboring frames. Much of the visual contribution 
of a single f rame to the whole video sequence is redundant . Da ta compression 
thus can be achieved by reducing tliis kind of interframe redundancy. 
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Frame n+5 Figure 1.2: Traditional image-based video representat ion 
Motion est imation and compensation can reduce the in ter f rame redundancy. 
As s tated in [35], most video and image coding methods are based upon low-level 
signal processing techniques such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and mo-
tion compensation. In block-based coding system, an image is divided into a 2D 
array of blocks. Among these blocks, the translational motion between succes-
sive frames is est imated. Representing the motion information by a block-wise 
description, data, compression can be achieved by storing the limited amount of 
motion data. However, the moving objects usually do not fall within these blocks 
and the motion coherence thus extends be3^0ncl the blocks. 
Hence, our focus is to reduce the redundancy by improving the determinat ion 
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of the coherent mot ion regions. These motion regions can be considered as some 
"moving" objects , relative to tlie background scene. Obviously, if we can have 
some prior knowledge of the background scene, it will be very useful in solving 
our problem. We can determine the coherent motion regions by performing com-
parisons between the background scene and the video frames. To represent the 
background scene, we propose to make use of the panorama scene mosaic image. 
A mosaic image is constructed f rom a set of views, to give an entire p a n o r a m a 
view of the scene. Comparing each f rame in the video sequence with the cor-
responding view in the background scene, we can easily de termine the mot ion 
regions. 
There has been a growing interest in the use of mosaic images as a basis for 
efficient representation of video sequences ra ther than simply as a visualization 
device [30]. As successive frames in a video sequence usually overlap by a large 
amount , mosaic images often provide a significant reduction in the to ta l amount 
of da ta needed to represent the scene. Irani et al. [15] [16] described two different 
types of mosaics, static and dynamic, tha t are suitable for storage and t ransmis-
sion applications respectively. Based on this categorization, they proposed a 
series of extensions to these basic mosaic models to provide representat ions at 
mult iple spatial and temporal resolutions, and discussed a mosaic-based video 
compression technique. On tlie other hand, Hsu and Anandan [12] coined the 
te rm Mosaic-Based Compression (MBC), and described several kinds of hierarchi-
cal representations ( temporal pyramids) suitable for MBC to reduce redundancy 
in video data . The authors of [35] proposed to use mid-level vision concepts to 
achieve a decomposition of the video into the layered representation. A layer 
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encoding system compresses the layers before storage or t ransmission. T h e layer 
analysis system is based on affine motion segmentat ion. The compressed d a t a is 
easily converted back for generating the original f rames by video editing. 
While mosaics have been recognized as an efficient way of representing video 
s treams, the issue of scene recovery f rom mosaic images has not been adequate ly 
addressed and remains an impor tant research topic in video technology disci-
plines. We can consider tha t there are two kinds of mot ion da ta in a video 
sequence, the motion of the moving objects and the motion of the camera. T h e 
motion of the camera can be viewed as the relative motion of the background 
scene. In our work, we describe a new coding scheme based on a similar layering 
concept: a foreground layer with several moving objects on top of a background 
panorama mosaic image of the scene. A background scene mosaic is constructed 
first. For each f rame, the foreground regions are segmented and registered using 
the background mosaic as the reference. The two layers, or we can say the two 
kinds of motion data , are handled separately during transmission or in storage 
until reconstruction at the user-end. To simplify the problem, we assume tha t 
the camera position is fixed and its movement is l imited to horizontal rota t ion 
(panning) only during a video stream. We fur ther assume tha t the foreground 
areas are much smaller than tha t of background, which is usually the case for 
most practical applications. 
Figure 1.3 shows the layered representation of one of the video f r ame used 
in our experiment. In our experiment as described in Chapter 6, our system 
achieved a reduction of nearly 50% bet ter than using only tradit ional M P E G - 1 
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Figure 1.3: Layered representat ion 
compression. For a longer video clip, the overhead of the size of tlie mosaic image 
is relatively smaller and resulting in a bet ter compression ratio. 
1.3 3D Human Face modeling 
Realistic modeling of 3D objects is essential to many mul t imedia applications. 
For example, in video-conferencing, a 3D human face model is a critical com-
ponent of the system which affecting the transmission ra te and reconstruct ion 
quality. Referring to the layered representation of video described in Section 1.2, 
the human face model can be considered as the foreground object . Since the 
f rame sequence of the foreground regions is still a large portion of the total stor-
age size needed in the whole system, it will be interesting to investigate possibility 
in fur ther compression of the foreground moving objects. For very-low-bit-rate 
transmission, model-based image coding is one of the most effective techniques. 
Then it will be a better solution to combine our panoramic-based coding and the 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION S 
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model-based coding. 
In the model-based coding method , the user 's face is modeled geometrically. 
The 3D model is t r ansmi t t ed only occasionally at a certain t ime interval in t h e 
communicat ion process. During the communicat ion, only the movement of t he 
user is t r ansmi t t ed , i.e., rotat ion and translat ion of the head, the movement of 
eye balls, opening or closing of the mouth , etc. The image of the user at t he 
receiving side can be reconstructed by using the 3D model as its t rans format ion 
plus tex ture-mapping technique. Hence the communicat ion cost of model-based 
coding is much lower than tradi t ional image-based coding. However, in this cod-
ing method , the first impor tant problem is the construction of the user 's 3D face 
model, not only the outward shape, but also the s t ructural informat ion of the 
face organs for animation. 
How to construct the 3D model efficiently? The 3D model of an existing ob-
ject can be constructed manually by using CAD tools. However, the manua l 
construction of the 3D model of a real object is expensive and takes a lot of t ime. 
Moreover, highly skilled personnel are required to construct the model. Thus 
the manual production of large amount of 3D models, i.e., a populat ion da tabase 
witli 3D face model of each record, become impossible. For teleconferencing, 
we cannot manually construct the model for every individual person using the 
communication system. Therefore there is an interest in semi- or fully au tomat ic 
human face model construction, which is also the main issue in our research. 
Automat ic 3D object model construction involves the acquisition of object 
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views at different angles. The da ta acquired may be a 2D photographic image or 
3D depth m a p of tlie object f rom laser range sensor. The views obta ined f rom 
mult iple viewpoints are registered to determine the t ransformat ions between the 
views. Finally the da ta obtained is integrated to create the geometric 3D model 
in a coordinate system [8]. Tlie methods of reconstructing 3D model of real ob-
jects can be classified into active methods and passive methods , according to t he 
acquisition techniques used in obtaining views. Active methods use 3D sensors 
such as laser range scanner [6] or infrared sensors. Passive methods use only 2D 
camera images. Tlie active methods require much more equipment and are thus 
more expensive. Moreover, the laser scanner can only provide outward shape 
of the target object and is not enough for generating h u m a n animat ion wi thout 
s t ructura l data . On the other hand, camera images can be obtained easily using 
any commercial video-conferencing set. Therefore, our objective is to build a ro-
bust and cost-effective prototype system to reconstruct a 3D h u m a n face model 
of a user f rom perspective camera images without t remendous amount of im-
age sequences and computat ion. Our proposed approach belongs to the passive 
method , which is more cost-effective and easier to apply. 
"Shape f rom silhouettes" or volume modeling [3] [5] [39] is an popular approach 
in the reconstruction of general 3D objects f rom 2D camera images. But most of 
them depend on an accurate and long image sequence up to 30 — 40 f rames to 
yield satisfactory result. Tliey also require a turntable or other motion machinery 
to capture an accurate image sequence. The acquiring of the image sequence is 
t ime-consuming and the object should not have any movement during the pro-
cess. So they are more suitable for static objects rather than human heads in 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 10 
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Figure 1.4: 3D human face modeling f rom mult iple views and generic model 
t e rms of application convenience. The long image sequence is also expensive to 
obtain and the computat ion load is heavy. Another problem of the "shape f rom 
silhouettes" approach is tha t the concavity of the object is difficult to be recov-
ered. These problems limit the system to convex objects only. To overcome these 
problems, some approaches using additional depth information f rom stereo-based 
techniques and disparity estimation [26]. However, they require dense features 
extract ion and correspondences tha t are difiicult and expensive to obtain. 
In our design, we narrow down the problem to the reconstruction of a specific 
object -human head. An efficient method to create a complete model of a h u m a n 
head is developed. It employs a prototype face model, or generic model, and 
adjusts the model to fit the frontal view and the side view(s) of the target head. 
Our approach makes use of the prior information of general human head shape 
and face organs, with 3D coordinates estimation techniques to reconstruct a 3D 
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h u m a n face model. In our generic model, the face organs and the head shape 
are handled separately. The prior information, i.e., a generic p ro to type of hu-
m a n head, reduces the concavity modeling error. It also reduces the computa t ion 
load in features selection and correspondences recovery. The m i n i m u m n u m b e r 
of images required is reduced to three, or two while assuming symmet ry of t he 
head shape. To make the 3D model obtained realistic enough for applications, 
it will be t ex ture -mapped by using the images used in the model reconstruct ion. 
Exper imenta l result on real target demonstrates the feasibility of our system. 
Figure 1.4 shows the concept of 3D human face modeling f rom mult iple views 
and generic models. 
This thesis is organized as follows. We will first present the background and 
previous approaches in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will give the overviews of our sys-
tems. Chapter 4 will s tart to discuss about the panoramic video representat ion. 
Section 4.1 discusses the construction of background panorama mosaic f rom a 
set of camera images. The techniques and mathemat ica l issues for foreground 
object segmentation and registration are described in section 4.2. In section 4.4, 
the reconstruction of video streams f rom foreground segments and background 
panorama is explained. For the 3D face modeling system star ted in Chapter 5, 
We will discuss the acquisition of camera images f rom different viewpoints in sec-
tion 5.1. In section 5.2, the techniques and mathemat ica l issues in the es t imat ion 
of the head shape and the deformation of tlie generic model will be described. 
The shaping and positioning of face organs, as well as the integration of the head 
shape and face organs will be also presented in this section. In section 5.4, we 
will discuss about the texture-mapping process. The result of our implementat ion 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1 2 
and discussion will be presented in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 consists of the 





2.1 Video Representation using Mosaic Image 
Many researchers have been working on the use of mosaic images to represent 
the information contained in video sequences. Figure 2.1 shows the concept of 
mosaic-based video representation. Irani et al. [15] [16] described two types of 
mosaics, static and dynamic which are suited for storage and transmission appli-
cations respectively. The static mosaic is the most common mosaic representa-
tion. It has been previously known as mosaic, or as salient still The input video 
sequence is segmented into contiguous scene sequences. Then a s tat ic mosaic 
image is constructed for each scene, by aligning all f rames of tha t scene subse-
quence to a fixed coordinate system. The aligned images are then integrated 
using different types of temporal filters into a mosaic image. The significant 
residuals, which are the da ta not captured by the mosaic, are computed for each 
f rame corresponding to the mosaic image. The static mosaic contains the com-
mon information of a set of frames; therefore it is not suitable for representing 
the dynamic aspects of the video sequence. As a result, tlie authors describe a 
13 
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Figure 2.1: Mosaic-based video representation 
new type of mosaic: dynamic mosaic. 
A dynamic mosaic is a sequence of evolving mosaic images. The content of 
each new mosaic is updated with the most current information f rom the most 
recent f rame. The complete dynamic mosaic representation consists of the first 
dynamic mosaic, the incremental alignment parameters and the incremental resid-
uals. Since changes between successive frames are usually small relatively, the 
amount of residuals in the dynamic mosaic will be smaller than tha t on the stat ic 
mosaic. Therefore dynamic mosaic is a more efficient scene representation for low 
bit ra te transmission. But due to its incremental f rame construction, it lacks the 
random access capability to individual frames, which is useful for video manipu-
lation and editing. 
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In each case described above in [15][16], the mosaic construct ion process aligns 
the images using a global parametr ic motion t ransformat ion, usually canceling 
the effect of camera motion on the dominant port ion of the scene. T h e residual 
motions tha t are not compensated by the parametr ic mot ion are then analyzed for 
their significance and encoded. The mosaic representat ion exploits large spatial 
and tempora l correlation in image sequences. In many applications where there 
is significant camera motion, (e.g., remote surveillance) it performs substant ial ly 
be t te r t han t radi t ional in terf rame compression methods , and offers the potent ia l 
for very low bi t - ra te transmission. In storage applications, such as digital libraries 
and video editing environments, it has the additional benefit of enabling direct 
access and retrieval of single frames at a t ime. 
On the other hand, Hsu and Anandan [12] coined the t e rm Mosaic-Based Com-
pression (MBC), and described several kinds of hierarchical representat ions ( tem-
poral pyramids) suitable for MBC to reduce redundancy in video data . The 
tempora l pyramid is an extension of the static and dynamic mosaics. The hierar-
chical organization is similar to spatial image pyramid representation. The finest 
level corresponds to the temporal sampling of the input sequence. The successive 
coarser levels are based on incremental temporal integration and downsampling, 
and the coarsest level consists of a single static mosaic. 
Wang et al. [35] proposed to use mid-level vision concepts to achieve a decom-
position of the video into the layered representation. A layer encoding system 
compresses the layers before storage or transmission. The compressed da ta is 
easily converted back to layered representation for generating the original f rames 
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by video editing. In the layer analysis of [35], the determinat ion of mot ion regions 
is based on 2D affine motion segmentat ion on the f rame. The affine model A is 
used because it is defined by only six parameters and the affine mot ion regions are 
roughly equal to moving planar surfaces. For a pixel with coordinates X = [a;, y],， 
we have the local motion of this pixel denoted as V 二 [ K , Vy]', where T4 and Vy 
are the x and y components of V respectively. We also have the t ransla t ion vector 
T = [tc,,ty]' and the affine model A, which are the t ransformat ion parameters . 
Then the affine motion model can be described as below: 
T/ = AA, + r (2.1) 
where V 二 [ K , K ] : ^ 二 [工,^ ]', T = [ W y ] ' and: 
A = 卻 0 彻 （2.2) 
aio «11 _ 
then we can get: 
Vx{x, y) = cLoox + aoiy + ix (2.3) 
Vy[x, y) = aiox + any + ty (2.4) 
Some previous research work have described the methods for affine decompo-
sition [14]. Layer analysis can reduce video da ta in both spatial dimensions and 
temporal dimensions. The segmentation is the most difficult task in the layer 
analysis. The segmentation framework in [14] consists of local motion est ima-
tion, motion model generation and region classification. The authors have also 
introduced constraints on region size and connectivity to improve the quality and 
robustness of the segmentation. The local motion estimation is obtained f rom a 
gradient approach algorithm. The optic flow map describes the motion at each 
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pixel. The criterion for motion est imation is to find a displacement of an image 
region such tha t the sum of square difference (SSD) is minimized: 
min SSD = min J 2 l M ^ —以冗,")，V 一 K ( ^ . v)) — (+i<>, v)f (2.5) 
where It and It+i are the images at t ime t and t + 1 respectively. Unlike in 
block matching algori thm, the displacement of the gradient-based approach can 
be obtained by the linear minimization technique. The region classifier in [14 
identifies the motion regions by assigning each pixel location to one of the mot ion 
models. In the classification process, tlie task is to minimize the cost func t ion 
C{i{x,y)): 
mmC{i{x,y)) = mm[V{x,y) — K . ( ^ , y ) ] ' (2.6) 
i 
The t e rm i{x, y) represents the motion model of the pixel {x, y), V{x, y) is t he 
es t imated local motion field and K,(a^ y) is the affine motion field corresponding 
to the 严 affine motion hypothesis. 
2.1.1 Traditional Video Compression 
In our system, the f rame sequence of the foreground regions will be compressed 
by tradit ional video compression method. Here are those commonly used t radi-
tional block-based coding techniques in ascending order of picture qualities [24]: 
1. J P E G 
• Applications: Still picture coding 
• Coding Techniques: DCT + VLC 
2. H.261 
• Applications: Video conferencing (64 kb / s - 1.92 Mb/s ) 
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• Coding Techniques: D C T + VLC + optional integer-pixel M C 
3. M P E G - 1 
• Storage based applications (1.5 Mb/ s ) 
• Coding Techniques: D C T + VLC + optional half-pixel bi-directional 
MC 
4. MPEG-2 
• General high quality applications (> 2 Mb/ s ) 
• Coding Techniques: D C T + VLC + optional half-pixel bi-directional 
f rame/f ie ld MC 
• compatible with MPEG-1 
There are several basic processing techniques used in the above coding methods . 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to reduce spatial redundancy. Motion 
Compensat ion (MC) is used to reduce temporal redundancy. Run-Length Cod-
ing (RLC) is used to describe successive run of repeating values. Variable Length 
Coding (VLC) is used to reduce coded bits by assigning short codes to most 
frequent data . Quantizer Matrix (Q) is used to reduce high frequency signals. 
In our system, the MPEG-1 [24] coding method is chosen to compress the f r ame 
sequence of the foreground regions, as it is the most commonly used method and 
it has relatively good picture quality. 
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Figure 2.2: Shape f rom silhouettes 
2.2 3D Face model Reconstruction via Multiple Views 
2.2.1 Shape from Silhouettes 
According to the layered video representation of video, the 3D h u m a n face 
model can be considered as the foreground object . Figure 2.3 shows the use of 
3D face model in our layered video representation. In this coding method , the 
user 's face is modeled geometrically. The 3D model is t r ansmi t t ed only occa-
sionally at a certain t ime interval in the communication process. During the 
communicat ion, only the movement of the user is t ransmi t ted . The image of 
the user at the receiving side can be reconstructed by using the 3D model as its 
t ransformat ion plus texture-mapping technique. Hence the communicat ion cost 
of model-based coding is much lower than tradit ional image-based coding. In 
this coding method, the first important problem is the construction of the user 's 
3D face model. 
Many researchers have been working on the model reconstruction via mult iple 
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views. The reconstruction of volume models using mult iple views was first de-
scribed by Mar t in [22]. Busch [3] proposed a method to construct the 3D model 
of an existing objects f rom mult iple camera images. "Shape f rom silhouettes" 
is used in the first step to construct a volume model, applying the m e t h o d of 
occluding contours [27][29]. Figure 2.2 shows tlie project ion of object si lhouettes 
onto the volume representat ion constructed by elementary volume cubes. A tri-
angular mesh then approximates the surface of the volume model. Finally the 
images of the real object are used to tex ture-map the surface modeL This m e t h o d 
is robust , bu t only suitable for simple objects with convex shape. T h e number 
of views used in volume modeling restricts the complexity, or resolution, of t he 
created object . The smaller the number of views is used, the worse the quali ty 
of the model is obtained. To improve the quality, a large number (18-36) of im-
ages f rom different viewpoints are necessary, which is expensive to implement . 
It is difficult to mainta in constant lighting and other environment factors during 
the t ime-consuming capturing of image sequence. The volume representat ion is 
also inefficient. Moreover, this method leads to another kind of modeling error, 
caused by the concavity of target object shape. Figure 2.4 shows the modeling 
errors occurred in the above method. In our design, the resolution of the model 
is no longer restricted by the number of views used, and can be adjus ted by using 
different generic models with different complexity. 
An improved method based on the approach described above is proposed by 
Niem [26]. The images are taken from a real object tliat is mounted on a tu rn tab le 
and rotat ing in front of a stationary calibrated CCD T V camera. The first step 
of this algorithm is to obtain a convex volume model of the object by occluding 
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Figure 2.3: Layered representation using 3D face model 
contours. Different f rom the Busch's method [3], this volume model is refined by 
using additional depth information f rom disparity est imation, in order to recover 
shape concavities and modeling errors. A triangular mesh is used to approximate 
the finalized model. The texture is extracted f rom tlie image sequence and pro-
jected onto the surface model to obtain a natura l appearance. The application 
of disparity est imation techniques is possible in this approach since the camera 
parameters , the 3D geometry between the turntable , and the angle between two 
successive views are known as prior. Therefore, a stereo pair can be established 
between two successive views and disparity estimation techniques can be used. In 
the estimation of disparity values, dense features extraction and correspondences 
are required, which are difficult and expensive to obtain. 
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2.2.2 Head and Face Model Reconstruction 
Our approach makes use of a generic face model. Many other researchers have 
used a wide variety of face models. There are several 2D models based on spline 
or deformable templates [18][25] which are obtained by tracking the contours of 
face in an image sequence. Essa and Pentland [9] use a physics-based 3D mesh 
with many degrees of freedom. DeCarlo and Metaxas [7] proposed an me thod 
which integrates optic flow and deformable models with applications to h u m a n 
face shape and motion estimation. The optic flow constraint equation provides 
a non-holonomic constraint on the motion of the deformable model. The forces 
f rom both edges and optic flow are used simultaneously in this augmented system. 
A model-based least-squares solution for the optic flow is obtained by solving this 
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dynamic system. The use of a 3D model reduces the problems related to the op-
tic flow computa t ion . The authors apply this f ramework to h u m a n face shape 
and motion est imation. Their 3D deformable model uses a small number of pa-
rameters to describe a rich variety of face shapes and facial expressions. This 
approach provides a general methodology for t reat ing visual cues as constraints 
on deformable models. 
Most of the models used in the works described above are deformable models, 
including the one used in our design. Deformable models are shapes t ha t deform 
due to exerted force, i.e., control inputs tha t are specified by a set of parameters . 
In computer vision, the control inputs are the information acquired f rom images 
such as vertices or edges. The generic 3D model of human head used in our design 
makes use of the anthropometry studies [10]. Anthropomet ry is the technique to 
classify human body geometry using a set of parameters . A set of facial features, 
and also the set of relations between facial features describe the human face. The 
facial features are predetermined locations on the face, such as the eye corners 
and the nose tip. The relations of facial features are something like the distance 
between two facial features (separation between two eyes), the distance measured 
along an axis (length of nose) and the angle of inclination of a facial fea ture (slope 
of the nose-bridge). A complete set of measurements for a part icular person is 
taken by anthropometris ts , and averaged with the measurements f rom a large 
number of individuals. In our generic model, the face organs and the head shape 
are handled separately and the deformation of the face organ relies on those 
anthropometry measurements. 
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Figure 2.5: Difference in model est imation between orthographic and perspect ive 
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2.2.3 Reconstruction using Generic Model 
There are existing developments involving the use of generic model in the re-
construction of 3D face model f rom a couple of camera images. G. Xu, H. Agawa 
and their colleagues [36] proposed their work as an integral component of vi r tual 
space teleconferencing system, to generate 3D facial models f rom facial images 
and to synthesize images of the model virtually viewed f rom different angles. T . 
Akimoto and Y. Suenaga [1] presented a method of au tomat ic creation of 3D 
facial models which are needed for facial image generation. L. Tang and T. S. 
Huang [33] proposed a similar approach, and a templa te matching based algo-
r i thm is developed to automatically extract all necessary facial features f rom the 
front and side profile face images. C. J. Kuo, R. S. Huang and T. G. Lin [17 
proposed a method using only the frontal image to synthesize a face model. The 
depth information is est imated statistically from a facial parameter database, ac-
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cording to the anthropometr ic definition on face and head. L. Yin and A. Basu 
.38] proposed an approach for modeling a person's face for model-based coding 
(MPEG4) . For tracking the facial expression over t ime, they developed a m e t h o d 
named Layered Forced Spreading Method (LFSM) which makes an imat ion o f f a -
cial expressions looks more natural . The work of H. Ip and L. Yin [13] is one of 
the early works on 3D head model construction based on two views. 
In most of the methods described above, two views, i.e., the f rontal view and 
one side view, are used with tlie assumption tha t the head shape is symmetr ical . 
However, this is not the real situation for most people and so tha t we utilize 
three views: the frontal view, the left view and the right view. For all t he 
work mentioned above, long focal length is assumed to approximate or thographic 
projection. As s tated in [1], the 3D coordinates of a point P { x p , y p , z p ) on the 
3D model is obtained by combining the 2D projections of point P f rom the front 
view and the side view in Figure 2.6: 
Xp 二 Ufront (2.7) 
yP = V front + ^stde ( 2 . 8 ) 
zp 二 Us— (2.9) 
where {ufront-,^front) is the 2D projection of point P in the front view and 
{uside^ Vside) is tlie 2D projection of point P in the side view. If the model defor-
mations for the front view and side view do not always produce vjront and Vside 
of the same value, the mean of them are used instead. 
However, this assumption is not valid for most practical CCD cameras, and 
the short distance between tlie face and the camera makes the problem worse. In 
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Figure 2.6: 3D coordinates f rom orthogonal project ion 
fact , the scaling effect f rom perspective projection cannot be ignored. T h e par t s 
tha t are closer to the camera will have relatively larger size than those par t s 
tha t are far ther away. In our approach, the perspective project ion is taken into 
account during the calculation to reduce sucli undesirable effect. If the camera 
t ransformat ion is known, the focal length of the camera can be found within the 
framework of our system, without pre-calibration before the process. We also use 
a contour-based generic model rather than a tr iangular mesh model to reduce 
the complexity in calculation of new position of vertices. Figure 2.5 shows the 
difference between orthogonal projection and perspective projection. 
Chapter 3 
System Overview 
3.1 Panoramic Video Coding Process 
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the mosaic-based video coding system. This 
system can be considered as a combination of the encoding module and the 
decoding module. At the beginning, a panoramic background mosaic image is 
constructed f rom a set of still images of the scene. The source video clip is 
then captured within the scene. In the encoding process, using the background 
panorama as a prior information, foreground objects in a video sequence are 
separated f rom the background through a series of segmentation processes. Apar t 
f rom segmentation, each foreground f rame is also registered by the panning view 
angle of the mosaic, according to the background of the source f rame. The 
segmentation and registration processes are carried out on all f rames in the source 
video clip. In the next step, the foreground segments are encoded by t radi t ional 
compression technique (MPEG-1) and t ransmit ted or stored as a video s t ream, 
while the scene background is t ransmit ted or stored only once as a panorama 
mosaic. 
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After the encoding process, we have three separated objects as a result of scene 
decomposition for each f rame: the background panorama mosaic, t he f r a m e of 
foreground object segments and the panning view angle. Taking t h e m as input 
to the decoding process, a special viewer is used to decode the video s t r eam and 
reconstruct the original f r ame sequence. To reconstruct the original video f r ame , 
foreground objects are combined with the corresponding panoramic segment on_ 
the-fly at the receiving side. Finally, after decoding every f r a m e in the sequence, 
the reconstructed video clip is ob ta ined� 
3.2 3D Face model Reconstruction Process 
Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the entire face modeling system which can 
be divided into several steps. The first step is to capture the images. From the 
images obtained, some control points, i.e., facial features on the face of the user 
are selected. The facial features are easily recognizable features on h u m a n face 
organs. The facial feature coordinates on the 2D images thus can be obtained. 
The focal length of the camera and the 3D coordinates of the facial features in the 
coordinate system of the head shape model are calculated by the t r iangulat ion 
of two different view points if the camera t ransformation is known. Otherwise 
we can use epipolar geometry to recover the 3D coordinates and the extrinsic 
parameters when tlie focal length is given. The two-end arrow of the camera pa-
rameters block represents tha t , the camera parameters (intrinsic and extrinsic) 
can be given as either known prior information or unknown information to be 
est imated. If only extrinsic parameters (camera t ransformation) are known, we 
can use triangulation method to recover the intrinsic parameter (focal length). 
On the other hand, if only tlie focal length is known, then we can es t imate the 
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Figure 3.1: Panoramic video encoding and decoding processes 
camera, t ransformation by epipolar geometry. The second step is the head shape 
est imation and generic model deformation. The images and the camera t rans-
formation will be necessary in the calculation of the deformation parameters , i.e. 
the scaling factors and directions. The generic model will be deformed such tha t 
the perspective projection on the image plane will coincide with the head shape 
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Figure 3.2: 3D human face modeling system 
in the images, and the non-overlapping area will be minimized. 
The third step is the shaping and positioning of the face organs. The face 
organs are handled separately from the overall head shape on our design. T h e 
shaping of face organs also relies on the use of generic organ models and defor-
mat ion of the models according to the facial feature coordinates obtained in the 
first step. The facial feature coordinates are also used to determine the positions 
of the face organs, i.e. the relative distance between different organs and their 
scales. In tlie fourth step, when the head shape model and all face organs models 
are ready, they will be merged together to generate a complete human face model. 
The facial feature coordinates are used to integrate the face organ models into the 
coordinate system of the face model. The fifth step is the texture-mapping of the 
resulting model to obtain a more realistic appearance. The textures used are the 
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camera images obtained in the first step. To correctly t ex tu re -map the model , 
especially the face organs, tlie facial feature coordinates are used to de te rmine t he 
selected area for texture-mapping. Finally, a 3D model of the target is generated. 
:i 
Chapter 4 
Panoramic Video Representation 
4.1 Mosaic Construction 
4.1.1 Cylindrical Panorama Mosaic 
In our system, the background scene is represented as a panorama tha t is one 
of the basic components. Thus the construction of the mosaic image becomes 
the first and fundamenta l step of the whole process. In recent years, a number 
of techniques and software systems have been developed for capturing panoramic 
images of real-world scenes. One of the methods is using a panoramic camera 
to directly capture a cylindrical panoramic image onto a long filmstrip. Another 
method is using a fisheye lens, i.e., lens with a very large field of view. The above 
methods require specialized hardware equipment and are expensive to implement . 
Thus, a less hardware intensive method is more popular tha t using a set of regular 
photos or video images to reconstruct the whole viewing space. These images are 
aligned and combined into a complete full-view mosaic image using some sti tching 
algorithm. Figure 4.1 shows the mosaic construction flow. 
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Figure 4.1: Panorama mosaic construction process 
In part icular , Chen [4] has developed a method with only regular photographic 
f rames over the whole viewing space. Cylindrical panorama is commonly used 
and also adopted in our system, for its easier construction. To construct t he 
cylindrical panorama, the set of input images is taken by a ro ta t ing camera 
mounted on a leveled tr ipod. Then each captured image can be warped into 
cylindrical coordinates if the focal length is known. As discussed in [31], t he first 
step in building a full view panorama is to m a p 3D world coordinates {x, y, z) 
onto 2D panoramic screen coordinates (6*, ;^) with cylindrical projection: 
0 二 tan-\x/z) (4.1) 
)^ = y / v V + :2 (4.2) 
where 0 is the panning angle and v is the scanline. Once we have wrapped 
all the f rames in a scene sequence, constructing mosaic images becomes a pure 
f rame alignment problem, with minor compensations for vertical j i t te r and opti-
cal twist. Various 2D or 3D parametr ic motion t ransformations [32] have been 
suggested to cancel out the effect of camera motion and combined component 
f rames into complete panoramic images. In our current implementat ion, Live 
Picture PhotoVista^^^, a software package using similar principle as ment ioned 
above, was used to generate cylindrical mosaic images f rom 2D environment snap-
shots. In an ideal situation, only the panning angles, i.e., the rotat ion angles of 
the camera, need to be estimated. However, there will be unavoidably distortion 
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f rom vertical j i t te r and optical twist. Small vertical t ranslat ions are necessary 
for compensation. Therefore, only the information about horizontal t rans la t ion 
t^ , and vertical t ranslat ion ty for eacli input image were fed into the "s t i tching" 
algori thm, so tliat it would es t imate tlie incremental t ranslat ional J t = (Sta：, Sty) 
by minimizing the intensity error E{St) between two images [2], 
E{St) = X:[/i(x;. + a ) — /o(x,)]2 (4.3) 
i 
where 1 � a n d h are the intensity functions of tlie images, x^ = (xi,yi) and 
X- 二 (x-, y-) = {xi + 5t^, y^ + 5ty) are corresponding points in tlie two images, and 
t = (t^,ty) is the global translational motion field for all pixels. From the Taylor 
series expansion of Equation (4.3) [32], we have: 
E { 8 t ) ^ Y . [ g J S t + e,Y (4.4) 
i 
where e^  二 A(x() - /o(x() is the current intensity difference, and g f = V / i ( x - ) 
is the gradient of h at x-. Equation (4.4) is a minimization problem and can be 
solved by simple least-squares methods: 
f ^ g . g f ) a ^ - f c e . g . ) (4.5) V i / V i J 
For larger displacements between two images, a hierarchical coarse-to-fine opti-
mization scheme can be used [32]. Figure 4.2 shows mosaic segments constructed 
in our experiment. In order to generate the mosaic images shown, 16 individual 
2D snap shots are taken for each of the scenes. 
4.1.2 Cylindrical Projection of Mosaic Image 
Once the construction of the mosaic image is completed, it can be displayed 
with a special purpose viewer like QuickTime VR™^ [4]. The mosaic image is 
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Figure 4.2: Panorama mosaic sections 
actually wrapped onto a sphere or cylinder surface using texture-mapping. Every 
t ime a user looks through the panoramic viewer, not the whole panoramic image 
is visible on the image plane. Only a portion of it is displayed, as shown in Figure 
4.3, and this bounding rectangle of this sub-texture is called tex ture window. Ba-
sically, under full-perspective projection model and with the knowledge of current 
viewing parameters , (view vector, field of view, aspect ratio, size of panoramic 
cylinder, etc.), we can find the exact coordinates for tlie current tex ture window 
by projecting several points in the image plane onto the cylindrical surface and 
bound the projected shape with a rectangle, as shown in Figure 4.3. In Figure 
4.3, we have: 
c / > = ~ ^ ( z — | ) (4.6) 
^image 乙 
where ^ is the angle from the left hand side of the panorama, 6 is the horizontal 
camera, angle of view, and iUimage is the horizontal resolution or width of the 
image plane. Then the height of the ?"" column in the image plane (/、•）can also 
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Figure 4.3: Cylindrical projection of panorama mosaic 
be est imated: 
<^ . _ ci_ 
hr 二 j�mage[l ‘ ^ 似几) (4.7) 
Q 0 
=himage[^ — COs(0 — -) + COs(-)] ( 4 . 8 ) 
where h—age is the height of the image plane, R is the raclius of the panorama, 
(“ is the object depth (perpendicular distance from image plane to panorama 
segment) for column i in the image plane and dmtn is the mininal object depth 
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given by: 
0 
ch = Rcos{^--) (4.9) 
drmn = /^COs(^) (4.10) 
4.2 Foreground Segmentation and Registration 
4.2.1 Segmentation Using Panorama Mosaic 
Once the mosaic construction process is completed, we can proceed to the seg-
menta t ion and registration of foreground objects in tlie source video frames. Since 
we assume tha t every f rame in the video clip is captured in the same scene of the 
panorama, using the mosaic image can improve the segmentat ion process of the 
foreground regions. For a particular f rame, we can first determine which view of 
the panorama forms the background of the f rame, and then use tha t background 
view to perform segmentation and registration of foreground objects. Therefore, 
we have to es t imate the camera rotat ion throughout the video s t ream to deter-
mine the background view of each frame. Tlie rotat ion angle of the camera is 
analog to the incremental change in the panning view angle of the panorama 
with respect to each frame. To simplify the problem, we assume tha t the camera 
position is fixed and its movement is limited to horizontal rotat ion (panning) 
only during a video stream. A video f rame can be considered as a mix ture of 
background scene and foreground objects, and we can only use the characteristics 
of the background regions of each f rame to find out the corresponding view in 
the panorama mosaic. 
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Figure 4.4: Background f rom panorama 
4.2.2 Determination of Background by Local Processing 
As foreground objects are absent in the panorama, global image processing 
techniques like difference m a p cannot be applied directly. Instead, we use some 
small block templates on the background region to perform local processing over 
the entire f rame. 
As a first step, we adjust the horizontal and vertical panoramic field of view to 
suit the size of the frame. We use Iframe{i) to denote the i^^ f rame of the source 
video s t ream and Ipano{4>) to denote the viewing window of the panorama at pan-
ning view angle ¢. Figure 4.4 shows a scene f rom the background panorama used 
in our experiment. 
For the first f rame in a sequence, some small block regions on scene background, 
denoted as templa te region TR{Ijrame{^))^ are selected through user interaction. 
Depending on the f rame resolution, at least one block with size variable f rom 5 x 5 
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to 10 X 10 should be selected, while more blocks would provide be t t e r results at 
the expense of longer execution t ime. Taking the first f r a m e to have a panning 
view angle ¢0 of 0, we have a minimizat ion problem of Ei in the Hue-Satura t ion-
Intensity (HSI) color space: 
E ^ = [TR{Ijrame{l)) " TR(Ipano_' (^-H) 
where 4>i is the new panning view angle of the panorama at the ‘认 f r a m e following 
a small upda t e 8^>i-i^i'. 
¢, = (^,_i + ScP,.u (4.12) 
At an opt imal S � i - i , ” the difference between the background region of the 
video f r ame and the panoramic view would be minimized. Tha t means, this 
video f r ame was captured at this panning view angle. The background of t he 
video f r ame should be more or less the same as the view of the background mosaic 
at this panning view angle. In case of the background panorama contains many 
homogenous regions which give rise to many local min ima in E{, TR[Ijrame{^)) 
should include distinct edges or corners on the background scene, and must not 
be occluded by any foreground objects. Moreover, we use 4 t empla te blocks 
on average in our experiments to reduce the possibilities of false matches f rom 
local minima. During the processing of video streams, these t empla te regions 
should be monitored to prevent occlusion. A new set of TR{Iframe{^)) should be 
re-selected in case of occlusion. Figure 4.5 shows a video f rame with t empla te 
blocks indicated by rectangles. 
Wi th the normal f rame rate of 20-30 frames per second (fps) in typical video 
sequences, the motion between two consecutive frames would be very small under 
practical panning speed. For example, the average difference in panning angle 
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Figure 4.5: Video f rame with t empla te blocks 
between two consecutive frames is only 0.5 degree for an angular velocity of 15 
degrees per second and f rame ra te at 30 fps. Wi th tliis simplification, we can 
apply a linear search aigorithm to find an es t imate of ( ^ - i ’ “ which is assumed to 
fall within -1.0 to +1.0 degree. This l imitat ion can be loosen for video sequences 
with slower capturing ra te or faster panning speeds, which will slow down the 
linear searching performance. 
4.2.3 Segmentation from Frame-Mosaic Comparison 
To segment foreground object information from current f rame Iframe{i) and 
panorama Ipano{^i)^ we define a binary alpha map a{ in which elements may be 
0 (black) or 1 (white): 
(^t = Ipano{^i) ® Iframe{^) (4.13) 
The operator © is the element-wise XOR operation. This operation will first 
compares each pixel in the current f rame //rame(0 and panorama Ipano{4>i) in 
Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) color space. The measurement is based on the 
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Figure 4.6: Intensity image representing the difference between the source f r a m e 
and background 
average absolute differences of all of the three color components, and more de-
tails will be discussed in Chapter 6. And then each pixel is assigned a 'difference 
value, diffJ^oc,y) to represent the difference between the video f r ame and the 
background view of the panorama. This can be visualized as an image with the 
same size of the current f rame, and the intensity of each pixel is representing the 
'difference value，. Figure 4.6 shows this image. The brighter regions (with higher 
intensity) are having higher "difference values" than the dimmer regions (with 
lower intensity). This also implies tha t , tlie brighter regions are more likely to 
be those foreground regions, or coherent motion (moving) regions. 
Therefore, we can apply a threshold value on the intensity of each pixel. The 
threshold value is set the same for all frames in our experiments. Au tomat ic 
dynamic selection of the threshold value for each f rame will provide a be t te r 
segmentation quality, which can be considered as a fu ture improvement. In the 
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Figure 4.7: Alpha m a p 
alpha map , we use '1' to represent the foreground region and '0 ' to represent t he 
background region. For a pixel tha t is having higher intensity than the threshold 
value, a T is assigned to tlie corresponding pixel in the alpha map . Similarly, for 
a pixel tha t is having lower intensity than the threshold value, a '0，is assigned 
to the corresponding pixel in the alpha map. Tha t is: 
‘ 1 if dijji{x,y) > threshold a^{x,y} =^ l 4 . i 4 j 
0 otherwise 
Figure 4.7 shows the alpha map obtained f rom Figure 4.5. Elements in black 
denote the matching areas between the video f rame and the panorama view, 
while white areas represent moving objects in foreground tha t should be encoded 
separately f rom the background scene. Owing to the inherent noise in real images, 
there will inevitably be some isolated small spots (both in black or white) in the 
alpha map. Since they do not carry much information for fur ther processing, they 
will be removed by size-filtering before segmentation. Finally, the foreground 
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Figure 4.8: Ex t rac ted foreground regions 
regions / /ore(0 are thus ext rac ted by: 
/ /ore(0 二 OLi © / / .ame(0 (4.15) 
The operator 0 is the element-wise mult ipl icat ion. The result ing / /ore(0 con-
tains foreground object regions and all other areas tha t are white in the a lpha 
map , and will be used to register the changes in the corresponding panormaic 
panning view angle (^ 也-i’” Figure 4.8 shows the ext rac ted foreground regions 
f rom Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.5. These foreground regions can be considered as t he 
coherent motion regions, and reduce the redundancy. However, instead of storing 
every pair of 帥卜1, and Ifore{i), we only record a subtotal value of changes in 
panning view angle S^i^i+n-i for every n f rames to save storage space: 
i+n—l 
帥“如-1 = E (秘广1’"） （4.16) 
j=i 
The value of n depends on the panorama, panning speed. For a fast changing 
video section with large values of J(/!>,_i,i, then n should be smaller. An upper 
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Figure 4.9: MPEG-1 encoding process overview 
bound on 帕—如_1 is imposed to prevent over-smoothing during the reconstruc-
tion of video streams. 
4.3 Compression of the Foreground Regions 
Depending on tlie size and complexity of the foreground segments, / /ore(0 is 
usually much smaller in size compared with the original f rames after run-length 
image encoding processes. The f rame sequence of all extracted foreground regions 
will be compressed by tradit ional block-based coding techniques. In our system, 
the MPEG-1 [24] coding method is chosen to compress the f rame sequence o f t h e 
foreground regions, as it is the most commonly used method and it has relatively 
good picture quality. 
4.3.1 MPEG-1 Compression 
The MPEG-1 [24] algorithm uses block-based motion compensation (MC) to 
reduce the temporal redundancy. Motion compensation is used for interpolation 
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Figure 4.10: Intra-picture coding of I - f rame 
predict ion o f t h e current picture f rom a previous pic ture and a f u t u r e pic ture . T h e 
predict ion error is fu r ther compressed using the discrete cosine t r ans fo rm (DCT) 
to remove spatial correlation and is then quantized by a non-flat quant izer m a t r i x 
(Q). Finally, the mot ion vectors are combined with the D C T informat ion, and 
coded using variable length coding (VLC). Figure 4.9 shows an overview of t he 
M P E G - 1 encoding process. 
4.3.2 MPEG Coding Method: I/P/B Frames 
The coding s t ructure of MPEG-1 involves the ‘I/P/B，frames coding order. In 
the encoding process, the first f r ame is encoded as an T f r ame by in t ra-pic ture 
coding. The intra-picture coding first divides the f rame into blocks, and then 
D C T is used to reduce tlie spatial redundancy. Quantizat ion, run-length and 
variable length coding fur ther compress the f rame. Figure 4.10 shows the intra-
picture coding process. 
The T f rame provides access point for random access but with only modera te 
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Figure 4.11: Inter-picture coding of P / B - f r a m e 
compression. It will be used as a reference for tlie coding of 'P , (predicted) 
f rame. In the intra-picture coding of T frames, since the background regions are 
removed, the f rames of foreground regions will contain less spatial informat ion, 
thus have a smaller set of RLC / VLC encoded and quantized D C T coefficients, 
than the original complete frames. The relative compression gain in this process 
will be higher with a smaller size of foreground regions and a higher complexity 
of background regions. 
' P ' f r ame is a predicted picture from the previous T f rame or previous T ' 
f rame. The motion-compensated prediction of the 'P , f r ame assumes the current 
picture can be modeled as a, local translation of tlie picture at some previous 
t ime. Finally, the 'B ' (Bi-directional prediction) frames, between the T f r ame 
and ' P ' f rame or 2 ' P ' frames, are reconstructed by the motion-compensated in-
terpolation, as a combination of a past and a fu ture reference f rame. The 'B ' 
f rame cannot be used as a reference frame, but it can provide the highest amount 
of compression. The encoding processes of the P f rame and B f rame can be con-
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Figure 4.12: I / P / B frames coding order and display order 
sidered as inter-picture coding. The motion prediction and interpolat ion are the 
main differences between inter- and intra-picture coding. Figure 4.11 shows the 
inter-picture coding process. In the inter-picture coding of T / B ' f rames, since 
the background regions are removed and only the motion information ( temporal 
information) of the foreground regions is involved, the RLC / VLC encoded and 
quantized DCT coefficients will be smaller than those of the original complete 
frames. 
After a. number of predicted f r a m e s ( ' P / B ' frames), according to the accumu-
lated error, a, new T f rame will be inserted. Figure 4.12 shows the coding order 
and display order of ' I / P / B ' frames. As an example in Figure 4.12, an T f r ame 
is inserted every 9 frames, and the ratio of interpolated pictures ( 'B ' f rames) to 
intra.-('!' frames) and predicted ( 'P ' frames) pictures is 2 out of 3. 
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Figure 4.13: MPEG-1 decoding process overview 
4.4 Video Stream Reconstruction 
Following the discussion in previous sections, we have three separated objects 
as a result of scene decomposition for every n frames: background pano rama 
l.,,ano{^z), MPEG-1 encoded f rame sequence of foregroiind object segments Ijore{i), 
and changes in panning view angle ^“ . i+n- \ - TaIdng them as input , a special 
viewer is used to decode the video stream and reconstruct the original f r ame se-
quence. 
Let's consider the decoding of the MPEG-1 encoded f rame sequence of the 
{orcgrouiKl objects first. T h r decoding of MPEG-1 is simply a reverse process of 
t h(�encoding [24]. Figure 1.13 shows t he overview of the M P E ( J-1 decoder system, 
ln th (�heginning of th r MPE(;-1 decoding process, the encoded bit s t ream is first 
(wpandcd and clc-inulliplexecl from VLC and RLC to rctri()vetlir (]uantized D C T 
cor(licieiits. together with tlic header data such as tlir (|iiantizcr matr ix and 
motion inrormation. The quaiUized D ( T coefficients will l)c clecjuantized, and 
thcn t h ( � D C T coe{{icients obtained will bc inpiit to 1 lir iiivorse discrete cosine 
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t ransform (IDCT) to get the original f rame. Figure 4.14 shows this decoding 
process. For predictive f rames ( P / B ) , the reconstructed da ta f rom I D C T will 
be added to the result of prediction f rom motion information contained in the 
encoded bit s t ream. According to the na ture of bi-directional prediction, two 
reference pictures ( I / P or P / P ) are used to provide the prediction informat ion. 
After the decoding of the f rame sequence of foreground regions, we get every 
Ijore{i) back. Then we can consider the reconstruction of background scene. The 
background scene is reconstructed f rom the corresponding view of the panorama 
mosaic with cylindrical projection. The techniques involved in the cylindrical 
projection are already mentioned in Section 4.1. Given the change in panning 
view angle S^^^i+n-i for every n frames, the viewer will select an appropr ia te 
background scene Ipano{^i) f rom the mosaic image for each f rame by performing 
a linear interpolation on 她 to generate smooth viewpoint transition: 
,__^. 丄 
S^t 二 —S^i^i+ri—l (4-17) n 
After tha t the viewer can simply render the foreground object segments Ifore{i) 
over the background scene from panorama to reconstruct an approximated origi-
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Figure 4.15: Reconstructed video f r ame 
nal f rame. Figure 4.15 shows the resulting video f rame of the reconstruct ion f rom 
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.2. In addition, our system provides a simple and effec-
tive solution for video indexing. In tradit ional coding methods , the search of a 
certain f rame or video clip can be done only sequentially using the t ime or f r a m e 
as index. As shown in Figure 4.16, since every decoded foreground f r ame in our 
system is registered by the relative panning angle with respect to the background 
mosaic, a user can access a, specific f rame by providing the scene information, 
i.e., indexing through various panning angle ¢. Tliis approach is a complement 
to the content-based (color and texture) indexing method but easier and more 
efficient to implement. 
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Chapter 5 
Three Dimensional Human Face 
modeling 
Referring to the layered representation of video described in previous chapter , t he 
foreground objects are still represented in a image-based format . Although our 
foreground segmentation method has improved the compression performance, i t ' s 
still a large portion of the total storage size needed in the whole system. There-
fore, it will be interesting to investigate possibility in fur ther compression of the 
foreground moving objects. For very-low-bit-rate compression, model-based im-
age coding is one of the most effective techniques. Obviously, if we can combine 
our panoramic-based coding and the model-based coding into a more efficient 
technique, it will be a much bet ter solution. 
The human head can be considered as one of the most usual foreground ob-
ject . Realistic modeling of 3D human head is essential to many mul t imedia 
applications. For example, in video-conferencing, a 3D human face model is a 
critical component of the system. In this coding method, the user's face is mod-
52 
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eled geometrically. The 3D model is t r ansmi t t ed only occasionally at a cer tain 
t ime interval in the communicat ion process. During the communicat ion, only 
the movement of the user is t ransmi t ted . The image of tlie user at t he receiv-
ing side can be reconstructed by using the 3D model as its t rans format ion plus 
tex ture-mapping technique. Hence the communicat ion cost of model-based cod-
ing is much lower than tradi t ional image-based coding. 
However, in this coding method, the first impor tan t problem is the construc-
tion of the user's 3D face model, which is our main problem to be solved in this 
chapter . 
5.1 Capturing Images for 3D Face modeling 
The first thing to do is to capture the images, which are the most impor-
tan t input into our system. In our approach, three camera images of the target 
head should be captured. Tlie three viewpoints are the front-view and the two 
side-views of the target head. The front-view is assumed to be in roughly perpen-
dicular viewing direction with respect to those of the side-views, so as to obtain 
be t te r images for the use of texturing of the resulting model. Another advan-
tage of selecting three orthogonal views is tha t the computat ional efforts in the 
determinat ion of facial feature coordinates in 3D space can be reduced. In case 
tha t the views are not orthogonal to each other, we can use epipolar geometry to 
recover the camera transformation. 
Figure 5.1 shows the experiment setup for image capturing. During the captur-
ing process, each facial feature must be visible in two adjacent views no ma t t e r 
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Figure 5.1: Experiment setup for image captur ing 
the views are orthogonal or not. To achieve the best quality of result , the user 
should face directly towards the front camera and roughly zero angle of elevation 
at all axes. Moreover, we must ensure tha t the entire head shape falls into all of 
the three views. During the capturing process, other objects should not occlude 
the facial features. The user should not wear eyeglasses since the eyeglasses are 
not included in the generic model. The user's face should have a neutra l expres-
sion to obtain bet ter positions of the facial features. To extract the head shape 
f rom the image, we will need a unique background color and the segmentat ion 
of the head shape can be done simply by the color keying method . Figure 5.2 
shows tlie images captured in our experiment. 
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Figure 5.2: Images captured for 3D face modeling 
5.2 Shape Estimation and Model Deformation 
5.2.1 Head Shape Estimation and Model deformation 
The shape of the head can be est imated by the deformation of a generic h u m a n 
model. The head shape is considered as a volume model, which is bounded by 
a number of horizontal contours. In our implementation, a number of vertices 
are connected to form eacli contour. Each contour can be stretched in certain 
directions at several control points to deform the model. The differences between 
camera images and the original generic model determine the deformation param-
eters, i.e. the direction and distance of the scaling or stretching. The generic 
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Figure 5.3: Contours and scaling of model 
model is s tretched until its projection areas are fully coinciding with the corre-
sponding real head shape areas in the source images. We use this contour-based 
model instead of the t radi t ional tr iangular mesh model such tha t now we only 
need to calculate the deformation parameters for each contour, and do not need 
to perform the calculation of the deformation of all vertices in tlie model . This 
reduces not only the t ime and complexity in the calculation of the deformat ion 
process, but also the number of facial feature points needed. In the s t retching 
process, the face organs with complex and convex surfaces such as nose and ears 
are neglected. They will be handled separately in later processes. 
Figure 5.3 shows the construction of the generic model and the scal ing/s tretching 
method. The arrows show the directions of scaling. The shaded area is the pro-
jection area of the generic model before the scaling and tlie outline is the outl ine 
of real head shape in tlie image. The projection areas of face organs in bo th 
model and real image are neglected in the calculation. The image f rom the front 
viewpoint will be used to calculate the scaling in the x-axis direction, i.e. to 
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Figure 5.4: Calculation of model scaling 
ad jus t t he "width" of the contours in the generic model . T h e images f rom side 
viewpoints will be used to calculate tlie scaling in tlie ^-axis direction, i.e. to 
ad jus t t he "thickness" or "depth" of the contours in the generic model . Any one 
of t he three images can be used to calculate the scaling in the y-axis direct ion, 
i.e. to ad jus t t he "height" of the entire generic model . 
Figure 5.4 shows the calculation of the deformat ion parameters . Similar to t h e 
previous figure, the arrows show the directions of scaling. Tlie shaded area is 
the project ion area of the generic model before the scaling and the outl ine is t he 
outl ine of real head shape in the image. Here we show only the calculation of 
scaling in the x-axis direction and the calculation in other directions can be done 
similarly by the same method . 
The point P[Xp, y � ’ Zp) in Figure 5.4 is tlie 3D position of a scaling point of the 
generic model. The P'(xp/, y^/, Zp>) is the new position of point p af ter scaling. 
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We denote the distance between P and P' by D. Tlie point Q{xq,yg,f) is t he 
2D project ion of scaling point p and Q'{xgf,yg',f) is the new position of the 
project ion of P' af ter scaling. We denote the distance between Q and Q' by d. 
The focal length of the camera is known as f , and we will discuss the m e t h o d for 
finding f in the next section. By using similar t r iangular relation, we can obta in 
the following equation of the ratio between d and D: 
^ =丄 ( 5 . 1 ) 
D Zp Rearranging the above equation, it becomes: 
j j _ a . Zp — {xq' — Xq) . Zp ( 5 2 ) 
Now we have obtained the value of D. Tlie sign of D represents the direction 
of scaling, i.e., enlarging or shrinking. Then the scaling factor, denoted by 5, can 
be calculated by the following equation: 
^p' ^p + D {^q' — ^g) ‘ ^p /r o\ 
5 二 ——二 = i H (O.dj 
^p ^p ^p ‘ J 
5.2.2 Face organs shaping and positioning 
The face organs such as ears, mouth and nose are handled separately f rom 
the head shape. These parts are complicated in shape, and thus make direct 
modeling more difficult. We simplify the process by using a number of simpli-
fied generic organs and manual selection of some control points on the images. 
The control points chosen will determine the scale, dimension and location of the 
generic models. The calculation of scaling is the same as the method described 
in the previous section. We also have to determine the 3D positions of the face 
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Camera (a) 
I > X 
c ^ J p image plane 
1 
^ ? .^ . V ^ image plane 
丨 xp K ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ " " " ^ ^ " ^ ^ " ^ ^ " 7 t ^ 
\ p ] _ » h.) Ub 1 h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Camera (b) 
model X ^ ^ 
1, f \ f 
_ T 
qb Figure 5.5: Determinat ion of 3D coordinates 
organs and integrate the face organ models into the coordinate system of the face 
model. Thus the camera parameters and the 3D coordinates of the facial features 
in the coordinate system of head shape model must be found. 
5.2.3 Reconstruction with both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters 
First we start with the case tha t both the intrinsic parameter (focal length), 
and the extrinsic parameters ( transformation between the two views) are required. 
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We assume tha t the camera t ransformat ion is given and the intrinsic pa ramete r , 
the focal length, can be found during our calculation. The reconstruct ion of the 
3D coordinates is simply done by tr iangulation. Figure 5.5 shows our m e t h o d 
in the determinat ion of the 3D coordinates of a facial fea ture with orthogonal 
camera positions. 
For a facial feature point P{xp, y^, Zp), let the project ion of P on the image 
plane of camera (a) be [ua, Va), and the projection of P on the image plane of 
camera {b) be {ub, vi). The optical centers of the camera (a) and camera {b) are 
Oa and Ob respectively. Then the point P lies at the intersection of the two 
perpendicular rays f rom Oa through (Ua, Va) and f rom Ob through (wf,, ^^ 6). In our 
assumption, these two rays are known and the intersection can be computed . 
In our implementat ion, both cameras will have the same focal length f , which 
will be found in later calculations. Since the camera positions are known, then 
qa and q^  are assumed to be given, which are the distances between the model 
center and the optical centers of camera (a) and camera (b) respectively. As we 
have the assumption tha t the principle axes of the cameras are on the same plane 
with the center of the model, i.e., y = 0, so tha t we have the following relations: 
Va 二 ”b = 0 分 Vp = 0 (5.4) 
Ua = 0 分 Xp 二 0 (5.5) 
Ub = 0 <^ Zp — 0 (5.6) 
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The symbol <^ represents tlie if and only if relation. From the above relations, 
we can concentrate on those cases tha t tlie unknowns are non-zero and the cal-
culation of / � N o w there are four unknowns, Xp,yp,Zp and f , in our problem. 
From tlie side rat io of similar triangles, we can obtain four equations as shown 
here relat ing the unknowns: 
’ 二 f (5.7) 
Xp Qa + ^p 
^ = - L ^ (5.8) 
Zp qb ~~ ^p 
’ 二 f (5.9) 
Vp qa + Zp 
^ = ^ (5.10) 
Vp Q_b — ^p 
W i t h four constraints and four unknowns, we can solve the problem as follow. 
Rearranging the above equations, we can get: 
Xp = — • Vp (5.11) Va 
Zp = — . Vp {5.12) 
”b 
Substi tut ing the above equations back into equations (5.7) and (5.8), we can 
obtain two equations with f expressed in terms of y^: 
J 二 ”a . {qa . Vb + Ub • Vp) ( 5 1 3 ) 
Vb • Vp 
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j： 二 ^b • {qb。Va — Ua . Vp) (5 14) 
Va • Vp 
Now there are two equations with two unknowns, then we can easily obta in y^ 
by: 
yl . {vl . Ub + vl . Ua) + Vp • {vl . qa . ”b — ^ 1 • qb . Va) = 0 (5.15) 
Solving the above equation, we can get two possible solutions of y^: 
yp = 0 (5.16) 
or 
^b . Qb • ”a - ^1 . qa . ”b / K 1 7 ^ 
"P= i ,~~2 l^-^0 
V^ . Ub + Vi . Ua 
For the case of non-zero value of y^, we can just subst i tu te y^ back into equat ion 
(5.13) or equation (5.14) to find f , and equation (5.11) and equation (5.12) to find 
Xp and Zp respectively. For the case tha t y^ 二 0, however, f cannot be solved by 
subst i tut ing y^ = 0 back into equation (5.13) or equation (5.14). Moreover, f rom 
equation (5.17), the following condition must be satisfied to solve the problem: 
1；^  • ut + vl. Ua + 0 (5.18) 
In our implementation, we will first choose one of the facial features which can 
satisfy the above condition to solve for the non-zero value of y^ and the focal 
length f . Once we can get the value of y^, we can easily solve Xp and Zp f rom 
equations (5.11) and (5.12). In fact, if it is the case tha t y^ + 0, we even do not 
need to solve the focal length f for finding x^ and z$. For the remaining points 
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which do not satisfy condition (5.18), since we have already obta ined the value 
of / ’ t he calculation is trivial by solving equations (5.7), (5.8), (5.11) and (5.12) 
to find Xp^  yp and Zp. 
5.2.4 Reconstruction with only Intrinsic Parameter 
^ The reconstruct ion by tr iangulat ion method mentioned above relies on the prior 
knowledge of extrinsic parameters and the recovery of intrinsic pa ramete r . More-
over, if t he parameters and image coordinates are known only approximately, the 
two rays f rom Oa through (Ua,Va) and f rom Ob through {ub,Vb) will not actually 
intersect in space. In real si tuation, we may not be able to tell the exact camera 
positions. 
As a result, we are interested to find another reconstruction me thod as an 
alternat ive of simple tr iangulation. By using epipolar geometry [20], we can still 
solve the problem up to a scale factor in case tha t only the intrinsic paramete rs 
are known. We now first give a brief introduction of epipolar geometry [34] and 
explain how it works to solve the 3D coordinates of the facial features. 
Figure 5.6 shows the two cameras and their epipolar geometry. The project ion 
centers of the camera {a) and camera {b) are Oa and Ob respectively. The vector 
Pa = {Xa,Ya, Za) aiid Pj, = ( ¾ , Vfe, Zj,) axc the extended projection vectors pa 二 
(xa, j/a, ^a) and pb = {xb^ 2/6’ 卻)of tli6 facial feature point P on the image planes of 
the cameras, which are expressed in the corresponding reference f rame. For the 
image points, which are lying on the image planes, we have ^^ 二 fa and z^ = fb. 
If the two cameras have the same focal length, we may simply have fa = fb 二 f . 
The relation between the 3D points and their projections can be given as: 
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Figure 5.6: Epipolar geometry 
Pa = ^ P a (5.19) 
^a 
Pb 二 | ^ n (5.20) 
^b 
The two reference frames of the cameras are related by the extrinsic parameters , 
which are the rotation matr ix R and translation vector T = (T^, Ty, T.) in 3D 
space. Then we can have the following relation between the vectors Pa and Pb： 
n = R(Pa - T) (5.21) 
The cpipoles, e„ a.ii(l c^, are defined as thc points at which the line j o i n i ng the 
two project ion ccntcM's intersects tlic image planes. The epipolc r；,, is the image 
of i h c project ion center of the camera h on the image plan(、of camera, a; and 
t hc epij)ole ('【> is t he i inagr of t hc projection center of 1 lic ramcra a on tlie image 
p lane of camera b. Thc plane ident ified l)y 1 he I\ 0,, and Oi) is called 1 he epipolar 
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plane. The epipolar plane intersects each image in a line called epipolar line. T h e 
epipolar lines of a camera must go through tlie camera 's epipole. There is only 
one epipolar line goes though any image point , except the epipoles. For a pair of 
corresponding points, the correct match must lie on the epipolar line. This fact 
is known as the epipolar constraint. 
5.2.5 Essential Matrix 
The essential mat r ix E establishes the relation between the epipolar constraint 
and the extrinsic parameters R and T. The extrinsic parameters can be recovered 
f rom the essential matr ix . We have the essential mat r ix as: 
E = RS (5.22) 
where S is always a rank 2 matr ix: 
0 - T , Ty 
S = r , 0 - T . (5.23) 
_ -Ty T, 0 
For the pair of corresponding points pa and p^ in camera coordinates, t he 
essential mat r ix E satisfies the equation: 
p j E p a = 0 (5.24) 
We can observe f rom the above equations tha t the essential mat r ix is the map-
ping between the points and the epipolar lines. The essential mat r ix E can be 
est imated by the linear least square method or the eight-points algori thm by 
Longuet-Higgins [20], which is used in our implementation. 
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5.2.6 Estimation of Essential Matrix 
There are various methods available to compute the essential mat r ix . Shashua 
28] proposed a me thod for locating the epipoles and achieving project ive recon-
struct ion tha t required only six point correspondences. Luong and Faugeras [21 
provided linear and non-linear methods and also the stability issues. Among all 
of the various possible methods, the eight-points algori thm is by far the most 
common and simplest method and therefore we use it in our implementa t ion . 
Here we briefly introduce this method proposed by Longuet-Higgins [20 . 
Assume tha t we have been able to establish n point correspondences between 
the images. In our system, the number of point correspondences should be equal 
to the number of facial features selected. In each point correspondence, we can 
obtain a homogeneous linear equation in form of 5.24 for the nine entries of E. 
These n equations thus form a homogeneous linear system. If n > 8, then the 
nine entries of E can be solved as the nontrivial solution of the system. T h e 
solution is up to a signed scaling factor since the linear system is homogeneous. 
If more than eight points are used, then the system is over-determined and the 
solution can be obtained by means of singular value decomposition (SVD) related 
techniques. We show here the basic steps of the eight-points algorithm: 
1. First we construct the homogeneous linear system 5.24 f rom n point cor-
respondences. Let A be the n x 9 matr ix of the coefficient mat r ix of the 
system, and A = UDV^ be the SVD of A. 
2. The nine entries of E are the components of the column of V corresponding 
to the least singular value of A, up to an unknown signed scale factor. 
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3. Compute the SVD of E to enforce the singularity constraint : 
E = UDVT (5.25) 
4. Construct the corrected mat r ix D' by setting the smallest singular value in 
the diagonal of D equal to 0. 
5. Finally, we obtain the corrected es t imate E' of E: 
E' = UD'VT (5.26) 
Hart ley [11] proposed a normalization procedure in order to avoid numerical 
instabilities. Before implementing the eight-points algorithm, the coordinates of 
the corresponding points must be normalized first sucli t ha t the entries of t he 
coefficient mat r ix A are of comparable size. In our system, a simple way to do 
tha t is to t ranslate the first two coordinates (x — y) of each point to the centroid 
of the entire set of facial feature points. Then we can scale the norm of each 
point so tha t the average norm over the entire point set is 1. 
5.2.7 Recovery of 3D Coordinates from Essential Matrix 
After the est imation of the essential matr ix which is up to an arbi t rary scale 
factor, the calculation of tlie 3D coordinates of the facial feature points can be 
done by following the algorithm proposed by Longuet-Higgins [20]. This algori thm 
first decomposes the essential matr ix and estimates the extrinsic parameters R 
and T. Wi th the R and T known, the P can be found easily. The recovered posi-
tion is unique only up to a scaling factor. This is not a problem in our application 
since we do not need the t rue scale of tlie target, i.e. we can arbitrari ly scale up 
and down the size of the reconstructed model without affecting its appearance. 
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Moreover, t he scaling factor can be easily de termined if we know the d is tance 
between two facial features. 
Here we show only the steps of the algori thm and more details can be found in 
20]. First we have to normalize the original essential ma t r i x E f r om t h e eight-
points a lgori thm, which is only known up to a scale factor . From the definit ion 
of essential ma t r i x 5.22, we have: 
E ^ E - S T R T R S (5.27) 
or 
T2 + 巧 - T , T y -T,T, 
E ^ E = - T y T , T l + TJ - T y T , (5.28) 
_ -T,T. -T.Ty Tl + T^  _ 
Then we can get the trace of E ^ E by: 
Trace{E^E) = 2||r||' (5.29) 
Now we divide the entries of the essential ma t r ix by ^ J l ^ r a c e { E ^ E ) | 2 to nor-
malize the length of the translat ion vector to uni t . After this normal izat ion, 
equat ion 5.28 becomes: 
y^ ,y^ V ^ " -^ >"*"V l - T l -T,Ty -T,T, 
E^E= - f y t l - f y 2 - f y t (5.30) 
^ ^ w ^ ^ • ^ . ^ 
_ -T,r. -T,Ty 1 - T2 
y^ y^ The E is the normalized essential mat r ix and T = T / | | T | | is the normalized 
translat ion vector. Note tha t the normalized E b), es t imation may be different 
• ^ f rom the actual one in sign. The components of T can be calculated f rom the 
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above easily. Since there are quadrat ic terms, the resulting f may has different 
A _八_ 
sign f rom the actual one. Now we can es t imate R f rom the E and T: 
7¾ = (¾ X f) + {Ej X f ) X {Ek X f) (5.31) 
with the tr iplet [i,j, k) spanning all cyclic permuta t ions of (1,2, 3). Ri are t he 
rows of the rotat ion mat r ix R and 烏 are the rows of the normalized essential 
ma t r ix E. 
__ x ^ 
W i t h the R and f known, we can solve Z^ f rom the fact tha t Z^ = /¾ {Pa — T) 
and Equat ions (5.21) (5.19) (5.20): 
rj r {fbRl - XbR3)^f /r q9\ 
^ a = JaTT~B 5 " V r ~ ( 0 .叫 
U h R i - ^ b R 3 V P a 
The Za and Z5 should be both positive for a real si tuation, otherwise the sign 
of f or E must be wrong. If the sign of the Z�and Z^ are both negative, then we 
change the sign of T and est imate the new values of Z ,^ and 么.If the Z^ and Z � 
y^ 
are different in sign, then we change the sign of E and es t imate the new values 
of R, Za and Z^. Finally the other coordinates of Pa can be found f rom (5.19) 
and the coordinates of P5 can be found from (5.21). 
As we have mentioned before, if only extrinsic parameters (camera positions) 
are known, we can use triangulation method to recover the intrinsic parameter 
(focal length). On the other hand, if only the focal length is known, we can 
est imate the camera transformation by epipolar geometry. In case both intrinsic 
and extrinsic parameters are known, we will use both triangulation method and 
epipolar geometry to generate two sets of results, which back up each other when 
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Figure 5.7: Selected facial points shown in black dots 
one of t h e m fails. 
Figure 5.7 shows the selected facial features on the human head. Each face 
organ has 3 to 4 facial features selected on it, f rom each captured image. Since 
the 3D coordinates of the facial features are now known, the deformation of t he 
generic model is simplified by just scaling of the model by a rat io of the original 
model coordinates to the facial feature coordinates. 
5.3 Integration of Head Shape and Face Organs 
After shaping the head and the face organs, we can integrate t hem together 
according to the relative locations of the face organs. These locations are ob-
tained in the previous part . The face organs are of the same scale since they are 
constructed by using the same set of 3D coordinates of face features. In case of 
the different scaling of the contour-based head shape and the face organ models, 
we can make use of the distance between a pair of facial features on the two ears 
as a reference. It can be considered as the "width" of tlie head, to adjust the size 
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Figure 5.8: Texture f rom source images 
of the contour-based head shape to fit the scale of the face organs. 
Since the 3D coordinates obtained are already in the same coordinate sys tem 
of the head shape model , the merging process is simply placing t h e m together . 
After the integrat ion, we now have a complete wire-frame model of t he target 
head without texture-mapping. 
5.4 Texture-Mapping 
To improve tlie realism of the result, the 3D model obtained in the previous 
par t will be tex ture-mapped. Before the texture-mapping, a polygon mesh is 
formed on the model obtained. The texture-mapping is making use of the th ree 







^^ s^ ^^  Polygon on 
^ v ^ the head model 一 
A ^ ^ l 
奪」 
\ \ ^ ^ angle between -d^，n 
Image b V ^ ^ 丨 angle between n，-d^  
> angle between -d^ ,-d^ Figure 5.9: Blending of images for texture-mapping 
original images. For the 3D model obtained, each composing polygon face will be 
projected onto the image planes of the original images. As shown in Figure 5.8, 
the overlapping 2D polygon on tlie image will be clipped out. Therefore we will 
get three clipped parts f rom the three source images. The clipped images will be 
wrapped and stretched to fit the polygon shape. They will be blended to get the 
smooth texture map of the polygon face and provide a smooth appearance of the 
entire model. 
The blending of the images used is determined by the angle between the normal 
vector of the polygon face and the viewing directions of the images. As shown in 
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Figure 5.9 For a point p on a polygon face with normal vector n, the projec t ion 
of point p has intensity /^ and h on images (a) and image (b) respectively. T h e 
d^ and db are the viewing directions of the image (a) and image (b) respectively. 
We define the angle between two vectors x and y as ^{x,y)- Then the result ing 
intensity of point p is: 
I p 二 - ~ ~ - — — [ I a { ^ i - d a , - d t ) — ^{-da,n)) + h{^{-da,-dt) — ^ ( n , - d , ) ) ] (5.33) 
n-da-db) 
The blending of images will not be applied to every polygon faces. If a polygon 
face has a small angle between the normal vector and the viewing direction of 
one of the image, i.e., a small ^(n,-d,) or ^(-da,n), then we will use only tha t image 
for the tex ture mapping. This is done to avoid unnecessary over-smooth effect on 
the texture . Moreover, for some of the face organs, the same image will be used 
for the texture-mapping of the entire organ rather tlian independently selecting 
image for each polygon face to avoid distortion. 
Chapter 6 
Experimental Result 8z 
Discussion 
6.1 Panoramic Video Representation 
A digital video camera with resolution 720 x 480 in pixels was used to capture 
outdoor images for the construction of a background panorama and a test ing 
video sequence. We have captured two video clips for our experiments as shown 
in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. The segmentation results of video clip 1 have been 
already shown in previous chapters. Here we show the foreground segmentat ion 
results of video clip 2 in Figure 6.3. Each video clip contains 60 f rames in 2 
seconds. 
In video clip 1, the scene is specially selected such tha t the complexity of the 
background is roughly increasing during the capturing of the video sequence. 
Figure 6.4 shows another set of segmentation results of video clip 1. The upper 
left image is the original video f rame tha t is captured earlier in the sequence and 
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Figure 6.1: Source video clip 1 used in exper iment 
_ _ _ _ _ 
Figure 6.2: Source video clip 2 used in experiment 
Source frames _ _ _ _ _ 
Background frames _____________ 
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Figure 6.3: Foreground regions segmentation of video clip 2 
the upper right image is the alpha map obtained. The bo t tom left image is the 
extracted foreground f rame and the bo t tom right image is the video f r ame after 
reconstruction. 
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Figure 6.4: Another experimental result 
6.1.1 Compression Improvement from Foreground Extraction 
The use of panorama, mosaic and extraction of foreground regions provides a 
higher compression performance. In our system, 0nl3, the foreground regions are 
stored in the f rame sequence. They are considered to be the coherent motion re-
gions, while the background regions are removed and represented by the mosaic 
image. During the MPEG-I compression, a f rame of foreground regions only can 
be compressed with a higher ratio than the original frame, which contains both 
background and foreground regions. In the inter-picture coding of ' P / B ' f rames, since the background egions are removed and only the motion information (tem-
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the foreground f rame and original f r ame under J P E G 
poral information) of the foreground regions is involved, the RLC / VLC encoded 
and quantized D C T coefficients will be smaller than those of the original com-
plete frames. 
Moreover, in the intra-picture coding of T frames, since the background regions 
are removed, the frames of foreground regions will contain less spatial information, 
thus have a smaller set of RLC / VLC encoded and quantized D C T coefficients, 
than the original complete frames. Tlie relative compression gain in this process 
will be higher with a smaller size of foreground regions and a higher complexity 
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Table 6.1: Comparison of intra-picture coding performance of video clip 1 
[Iori] (kb) [Ifore] (kb) [Ipri] ： [Ifore] 
Frame a 11.5 5.1 1 ： 0.44 
Frame b 17.8 7.4 1 : 0.42 
Frame c 23.6 8.8 1 ： 0.37 
of background regions. This can be demonstra ted by the comparison of the 
foreground f rame and the original f rame, when both of t h e m are compressed by 
J P E G . As an example in Figure 6.5, we compare three pictures with different 
background complexity. 
Firs t , as shown in the Table 6.1, we can easily observe tha t the foreground 
f rames of the three pictures are compressed with higher rat io than their original 
complete frames. Moreover, it is obvious tha t the picture with more complicated 
background regions is having a higher compression gain under foreground extrac-
tion than the others. This shows tha t our system will perform be t te r in those 
video clips with more complicated background scenes. 
6.1.2 Video Compression Performance 
Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the resulting storage sizes of different components 
involved in our system of video clip 1 and video clip 2 respectively. The original 
size of the uncompressed video clip is denoted as [Von]. A part ial mosaic image of 
the background scene is used in each of the experiments. The total storage size 
'Vpano] needed in our approach is the sum of the size of the mosaic image [Ipano_ 
and the size of the MPEG-1 coded foreground clip [Vj . 
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For video clip 1 in Figure 6.1, the to ta l storage size [Vi,pano] is： 
[Vl,pano] 二 n4，—e] + [h,pano] 二（21.8 + 84.4)A;6 = l06Akb (6.1) 
Then the compression ratio CR is: 
�- = 1 - fef = 1 - = = 99.5% (6.2) 
Similarly, for video clip 2 in Figure 6.2，the to ta l storage size [V2,pan0] is： 
[V2,p.no] = [V2j0re] + [I2,pan0] 二（32.  + 119 .2)B 二 150.5A;6 (6.3) 
Then the compression ratio CR is: 
� ― = 1 — fef 二 1 — = = 99.3% (6.4) 
For both video clip 1 and video clip 2, we can observe tha t the sizes needed 
are reduced by about 99%, compared with the sizes of the corresponding original 
uncompressed video clips. We also made a comparison with tha t obtained f rom 
M P E G - 1 compression. The extracted foreground frames Vpano and the original 
video clip VMPEG-i are botli compressed by MPEG-1 under the same quali ty 
factor and control parameters . 
For video clip 1 in Figure 6.1, the ratio between Vi,pano and Vi^MPEG-i is： 
[ViMPEG-i] •• [Vi,p_] = 209.8 : 106.1 ^  2 : 1 (6.5) 
Similarly, for video clip 2 in Figure 6.2, the ratio between V2,pan0 and V"2,MT^EG'-i 
is: 
[V2MPEG-1] • [V2,pan0] 二 197.3 : 150.5 ^  1.3 : 1 (6.6) 
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Table 6.2: Comparison of storage sizes of video clip 1 
Items Size (kb) 
uncompressed original video |Vi,orz| 21873 
Panorama mosaic image [h,pano] 21.8 
M P E G - 1 encoded fore-clip [ V i j o r e ] 84.4 
Our Pano-encoded v ideo [Vi,pano] 106.1 
M P E G - 1 encoded v ideo [V!,MPEG-i] 209.8 
Different source video clips give different compression performances. Our sys-
t em achieved a nearly 50% size reduction over t radi t ional M P E G - 1 compression 
for video clip 1. Moreover, for a longer video clip, the overhead of the size of t he 
mosaic image is relatively small and can be neglected. This results in a be t t e r 
compression ratio. However, we can observe tha t the compression per formance 
of video clip 2 is not as good as tha t of video clip 1. The effectiveness of compres-
sion depends on the accuracy of segmentation results, which drops for regions of 
similar colors and pat terns between background and foreground. The reduct ion 
in size of a single f rame ranges from about 10% to 75% for different f rames in our 
experiment . 
6.1.3 Quality of Reconstructed Video Sequence 
We have compared the video quality of the video sequence after reconstruction 
by our approach with tha t of the same uncompressed original video sequence. We 
ha.ve also measured the image difference between the tradit ion MPEG-1 compres-
sion and our approach. The comparison of image quality and the measurement of 
image difference are based on the absolute difference of each pair of corresponding 
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Table 6.3: Comparison of storage sizes of video clip 2 
I tems Size (kb) 
Uncompressed original video |�,2’orJ 21873 
Panorama mosaic image [I2,pan0] 32.2 
M P E G - 1 encoded fore-clip [V2j0re] 119.2 
Our Pano-encoded v ideo [V2,pan0] 150.5 
M P E G - 1 encoded v ideo [ V 2 , M P E G - 1 ] 197.3 
pixels, in the Hue-Saturat ion-Intensi ty (HSI) color space. This absolute differ-
ence measurement is also used in the foreground region segmentat ion process 
described in previous chapters. 
For a pixel I{x,y) in an image /，let the hue component of the pixel be 
Hue(I{x,y)), the saturat ion component be Sat(I{x,y)) and the intensity com-
ponent be Int{I{x, y)). These three components of each pixel are normalized in 
the range [0,1]. For two pictures /„ and h , we define the absolute differences be-
tween a pair of corresponding pixels Ia(x,y) and h{x,y) in hue, sa turat ion and 
intensity components be En,,e, Esat and E i n t respectively {\X\ is the absolute 
value of .V): 
EfhAh(x.y)Jh{x.y)) = |/:/we(/a(.r.y))- ffue(h(x,y)) 
E s a d L U ' , y ) J b U . y ) ) = l.SV//(/,(.T,y))--SV//(/,(.T,.y))| 
EhAUa\y)，h(、i、.y)) 二 | /"Z(/a(.i、")）—/"/(/6(-T,")) | (6.7) 
Then the average absolute clifTerence EHSi[IaU:,y). Ib(x, ij)) of the pair of cor-
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Table 6.4: Means of HSI differences of video clip 1 in 60 f rames 
Ia h ^ T . E H S l { h J h ) 
Uncompressed original video Our Pano-encoded video 5.51% 
M P E G - 1 encoded video Our Pano-encoded video 4.94% 
Uncompressed original video MPEG-1 encoded video 2.90% 
Table 6.5: Means of HSI differences of video clip 2 in 60 f rames 
Ia h i o J 2 E H S l { I a , h ) 
Uncompressed original video Our Pano-encoded video 10.15% 
M P E G - 1 encoded video Our Pano-encoded video 9.81% 
Uncompressed original video MPEG-1 encoded video 8.06% 
responding pixels in the entire HSI color space can be obtained by: 
1 
EHSl{Ia{x,y)Jb{x,y)) 二 ^^(EHueUU.X,y)Mx,y)H 
+ Esat{Ia{x,y),Ib{x,y)) + 
+ Eint{Ia{x,y),h{x,y))) (6.8) 
The value of EHSi{h{x ,y ) Jb{x ,y ) ) will also fall within the range [0,1]. For 
the entire images, we use the average value of the absolute difference of all pixels 
in the two images. For two corresponding picture Ia and picture h with m x n 
pixels in each of them, we define the normalized average difference E n s i i h ^ h ) 
between them by: 
1 m,n 
EHSl(IaJb) 二 一 E EHsi{Ia{x,y)Jb{x,y)) (6 .9) 
誦 X=t^ =l 
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Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 shows the overall means of the normalized average 
differences ^ H S i of video clip 1 and video clip 2 respectively, among the uncom-
pressed original video sequence, the M P E G - 1 compressed video sequence and the 
reconstructed video sequence f rom our system. They are all containing 60 f rames . 
We have also plot ted the normalized average differences Ensi of each f r a m e 
against f r a m e sequence order as shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, for video 
clip 1 and video clip 2 respectively. In both figures, line a is the normalized aver-
age difference ^ n s i between uncompressed original video and our reconstructed 
panoramic video. Line b is the ^ n s i between MPEG-1 coded original video and 
our reconstructed panoramic video. Line c is the Ensi between uncompressed 
original video and MPEG-1 coded original video. 
In Figure 6.6 of video clip 1, we can observe tha t the distortion is increasing 
with the f rame sequence order. On the other hand, in Figure 6.7 of video clip 
2, the distortion is roughly constant over the entire f r ame sequence. As we men-
tioned before, we have arbitrarily selected the scene of video clip 1 such tha t 
the background complexity is also roughly increasing with the video sequence, 
while the background complexity of the video clip is more or less constant . This 
shows tha t the quality of the reconstructed video f rame depends on the accuracy 
of foreground segmentation, which drops for regions of complex colors and pat-
terns, thus inducing confusion between background and foreground regions. 
The value of difference between two images can be represented by an intensity 
image. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the comparison between three uncom-
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Figure 6.6: Video clip 1: Comparison of the normalized average differences 
E[-isi{h, h) in Equation 6.9. 
line 1\ Ia' Uncompressed original video h： Our Pano-encoded video 
hrie 2: la： MPEG-1 encoded video h: Our Pano-encoded video 
line S\ la- Uncompressed original video h; MPEG-1 encoded video 
pressed original frames and their corresponding reconstructed frames compressed 
l)y our system, of vicleo clip 1 and video clip 2 respectively. Moreover, Figure 
6.10 and Figure 6.11 show the comparison between three original frames com-
pressed by MPEG-1 and thcir corresponding reconst ructed frames compressed by 
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Figure 6.7: Video clip 2: Comparison of the normalized average differences 
E u s i ^ I a , h ) in Equat ion 6.9. 
line 1: Ia'- Uncompressed original video /¾: Our Pano-encoded video 
line 2: Ia'- MPEG-1 encoded video /¾: Our Pano-encoded video 
line 3: Ia'- Uncompressed original video h'. MPEG-1 encoded video 
our system, of video clip 1 and video clip 2 respectively. The images in the left 
column are the original frames, those in the right column are the reconstructed 
frames and those in the middle column are the difference maps between them. 
The brighter areas in the difference maps represent larger values of difference. 
We liave inverted the color and adjusted the contrast of the images for easier 
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Figure 6.8: Video clip 1: Comparison with uncompressed original f r a m e 
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Figure 6.9: Video clip 2: Comparison with uncompressed original f r ame 
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Figure 6.10: Video clip 1: Comparison with MPEG-1 compressed original f r a m e 
perception. 
From observation of the difference maps, we can find tha t the boundary areas 
between the foreground regions and the background are usually brighter t han 
the rest of the image. This means the boundary areas are always mismatched 
between the reconstructed frames and the original frames. It may be resulted 
f rom the imperfect segmentation of the foreground objects in the encoding pro-
cess. Moreover, since the foreground layers are encoded using lossy MPEG-1 
compression, the boundary of the foreground regions may be blurred with the 
arbitrari ly chosen color tha t fills the remaining regions of the foreground frames. 
This may results in an "outline" around each of the foreground regions in the 
decoded frames. A possible solution to solve this problem is to segment a slightly 
enlarged area instead of the exact foreground area, but we can store the exact 
1 
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Figure 6.11: Video clip 2: Comparison with MPEG-1 compressed original f r a m e 
shape or outline of the foreground region as a connecting line. During recon-
struction, we can extract the exact foreground regions by using this outline and 
discard the excess boundary which is blurred. 
Another source of differences is the mismatch between the panorama mosaic 
and the actual background areas of the original f rame. However, this may not 
represent downgrade in quality if the viewing window of the panorama mosaic 
has a higher resolution than the original frame. The background regions f rom 
panorama mosaic may be even clearer perceptually tlian the original f rames, al-
though they have a large value of difference. 
In our experiments, we measure the quality of the reconstructed video using 
pair-wise difference over the entire frame. This measurement reflects the quality 
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Table 6.6: Means of HSI differences in interested areas of video clip 1 
Ia h ^ E EHSI[Ia, h) 
Uncompressed original video Our Pano-encoded video 9.86% 
M P E G - 1 encoded video Our Pano-encoded video 8.33% 
Table 6.7: Means of HSI differences in interested areas of video clip 2 
Ia h ^T.EHsi{h,h) 
Uncompressed original video Our Pano-encoded video 11.07% 
M P E G - 1 encoded video Our Pano-encoded video 9.34% 
of the reconstructed f rame in both background and foreground layers, especially 
the errors arisen f rom using the panorama mosaic image to represent the back-
ground. However, since we can observe tha t most of the errors occur at the 
boundary of the foreground regions, this measurement cannot reflect such per-
ceptually disturbing noises. Another measurement will be be t te r in representing 
such errors tha t should concentrate on measuring the differences around the re-
gions corresponding to the boundary of the foreground and background. Table 6.6 
and Table 6.7 shows the overall means of the normalized average differences E u s i 
of video clip 1 and video clip 2 respectively, comparing only on those boundary 
areas of interest as shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. These show tha t the 
distortions of the boundary areas are greater than tha t in Table 6.4 and Table 
6.5 of the entire frames in both video clips. 
Apart f rom reconstructing the original video stream, the viewer can also pro-
vide certain interesting features, like interactive controls on panoramic panning 
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Figure 6.12: Video clip 1: Boundary regions for comparison 
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Figure 6.13: Video clip 2: Boundary regions for comparison 
view angle and zoom factor, to explore the whole scene or examine details of 
any part icular f rame. Moreover, by replacing the original panorama, we can even 
synthesize various virtual environments. To enhance the power of our system 
fur ther , we may allow zooming and vertical panning of camera motion during the 
capture of the video stream. However, these modifications will lead to problems 
in tlie simulation of out-focusing (depth of view) effects of the background, and 
the estimation of zooming factor and the vertical panning angle of the camera. 
Moreover, more experiments are required to investigate the performance of our 
system under complex scenes, which may contain multiple dynamic foreground 
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objects in different depths. These are some of the interesting topics to be s tudied 
for fu tu r e development of the panoramic video coding system. 
6.2 3D Face model Reconstruction 
We have tested our face modeling system on real images using a CCD digital 
camera. Figure 6.14 shows some different views of the generated h u m a n face 
model. Three images are used in our design. This is a consideration of bo th 
quality of result and the cost of the implementat ion. Three images of roughly 
orthogonal views provide enough information for the modeling and also good 
quality of textures for the texture-mapping of the wire-frame model. In fact , 
more images can improve the quality of textures and provide more informat ion 
for modeling, with higher cost, of course. The extract ion of facial features f rom 
images is done manually in our experiment. This par t can be done by some fea ture 
recognition techniques of human face. However, it is a difficult problem and is 
not our focus. Moreover, automat ic extraction means possible locations and 
correspondences error in the process, which may cause errors in the calculation 
of the 3D coordinates. 
There are many factors affecting the correctness of the resulting model. The 
modeling error can be measured by the non-overlapping area between the pro-
jection of resulting model and the real head shape in the image. The number of 
contours used in the generic model is an important factor to determine the reso-
lution and correctness of the resulting model. Tlie larger the number of contours, 
the higher the resolution we will obtain. At the same time, the large number of 
contours for representing a more complicated generic model, require more t ime 




Figure 6.14: Multiple views of the generated models 
to construct and heavier computat ion load in model scaling. The number of 
contours used in our experiment is 16, which is a compromise between t ime and 
quality. 
In our approach, since correspondence matching is not done between reference 
points on the model and the input face images, it may happen tha t the wrong 
or mismatched point on the model contour being transformed to match with an-
other one on the input face contour. Another factor affecting the quality of the 
resulting model is the difference between the shape of contours and the shape 
of the target head. The mismatch is due to the fact tliat the shape of every 
human head will not be exactly the same. There is no "universal" generic model 
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t h a t perfectly fits for everyone. It is possible to introduce more than one type of 
generic model , for example, using different generic models for m a n and woman. 
Moreover, the deformation parameter is another factor affecting the model ing 
accuracy. The deformation parameters used in our design are the directions and 
scaling factors of contours in the x-axis and the ^-axis, together with those of 
the entire model in the y-axis. If more images can be used, more sophist icated 
deformation parameters can be chosen. 
In addit ion, there are also some interior points on the face model, which are 
neither contour scaling points nor facial feature points. In our approach, we 
do not make use of these points tha t can also play impor tan t role in defining 
the 3D geometry of the face, e.g., the cheek [13]. The usage and manipula t ion of 
these internal points are parts of the improvements tha t can be clone in the fu ture . 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Future Direction 
In our research, we have developed the panoramic video coding system and the 
h u m a n face modeling system. In the panoramic video coding system, we have 
provided a new method of video representation for very low bi t - ra te transmission. 
A video s t ream is decomposed and represented as a combination of background 
panorama and foreground objects. In our system, a panorama mosaic is first 
constructed to depict the scene background, and foreground objects in the source 
video are then extracted out by panoramic-based segmentation. A tai lor-made 
viewer will then combine the foreground segments with their corresponding views 
in the background panorama to synthesize the original video frames. Depending 
on the size and complexity of foreground objects, the bandwidth requirement for 
video sequence transmission in this new scheme would be much smaller compared 
with existing methodologies. In addition, by adjusting parameters like panoramic 
panning view angle, texture window zoom factor or background mosaic images, 
our system can interactively synthesize virtual environments with various visual 
effects. Simple and effective scene-based video indexing can be also applied to 
our system. Our experiments demonstrate the effective results produced by our 
94 
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method . We also have discussed the compression performance and video quali ty 
in our system by comparison with t radi t ional method . Improvements in t racking 
and segmentat ion algorithm, est imation of zoom factor, and degrees of f reedom 
in the camera motion are some of the interesting topics to be studied for f u t u r e 
development of the panoramic video coding system. More exper iments are re-
quired to investigate the performance of our system under complex scenes wi th 
mul t iple dynamic foreground objects. This par t of work will be published in [41 • 
In the human face modeling system, we have provided a robust and cost-
efFective method to construct a 3D human face model of a user f rom only three 
perspective camera images. A 3D model of a human head lias high potent ia l in 
many applications such as video-conferencing or populat ion database. However, 
the manual construction of the 3D model of a real object is expensive and thus 
demands the need for semi or fully automat ic model construction. In our system, 
the est imation of head shape is done by the deformation of a generic h u m a n face 
model tha t is constructed f rom a set of deformable contours. We also present 
the method to calculate the focal length of the camera and the 3D coordinates of 
the facial features, which are used in the shaping and positioning of face organs, 
as well as the integration of head shape and face organs. We also provide an 
al ternative for the 3D coordinates estimation using epipolar geometry when the 
extrinsic parameters are absent. The resulting model is tex ture-mapped by the 
images captured to increase realism. Our experimental result demonstrates tha t 
our system can produce realistic outlook of the generated model when viewed 
from different angles. Our work differs from the others in using perspective pro-
jection rather than some approximated image projection models. The fu tu re 
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directions of our work include the utilization of variable number of images and 
variable angles between viewpoints, improving the extract ion me thod of facial 
features and improving the generic model by more sophisticated deformation pa-
rameters . Flexible tex ture manipulat ion and uses of mult iple generic models will 
be investigated. The metrics and methods to measure modeling errors are also 
some of the interesting topics to be studied. This par t of work will be published 
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